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Editorial Note 
The DotAstro7 Day Zero guide for astronomers was prepared by Arna Karick @drarnakarick, on behalf of the 
DotAstro7 Organising Committee. Only DotAstro hacks with functioning websites (as of November 2015) 
and/or source code repositories have been included.  

 

Cover image 
Chromoscope lets you explore our Galaxy (the Milky Way) and the distant Universe in a range of wavelengths 
from X-rays to the longest radio waves. Chromoscope was created by Stuart Lowe, Chris North (Cardiff 
University), and Robert Simpson (Oxford University). It was originally created for an exhibit about ESA’s Planck 
and Herschel satellites that was shown at the Royal Society Summer Exhibition 2009. 

http://www.chromoscope.net 

Image Credits: WISE/NASA/JPL-Caltech/UCLA & IRAS/NASA 
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What is Day Zero? 
	  

	  
This year DotAstro7 will include an optional pre-conference training day to better prepare participants for the 
Hack Day. We’ll give you some tip and tricks for getting the most out of the day, show you some of the brilliant 
projects that were kick started at previous DotAstro conferences, and run a number of short tutorials to make 
you feel more confident about jumping into the coding arena. Topics may include: HTML & CSS, Javascript 
and D3js data visualisations, version control with Git, simple cloud hosting, CartoDB and LeafletJS, IPython 
Notebooks, SQL essentials etc. 

Traditional astronomy conferences usually focus on a specific subdomain and are primarily used as a forum for 
researchers to present rigorous scientific outcomes and to network for the next job, seek the best future hire, 
and/or visit with old colleagues and friends. Rarely do researchers get to create innovative projects in 
collaboration with non-astronomy researchers, data scientists and freelance/tech-industry software 
developers, education professionals, and science communicators, or attend hackathons.  The DotAstro 
conferences offer a playground for astronomers that are more specific than a general hack day, but more 
dynamic than a normal astronomy meeting. Over the past six years the DotAstro community has grown to 
become a tight-knit community of web-savvy astronomers with a variety of tech-skills and experience. Day 
Zero is all about sharing skills and lessons learned with the new generation of DotAstro participants. 

This year DotAstro7 is also aimed at preparing researchers for alternative careers. We aim to introduce a range 
of skills that will not only be useful for managing larger data sets coming online in the near future, but also in a 
context of professions other than the traditional academic astronomy career. The rise of fellowship programs, 
for example the Insight Data Fellows (@InsightDataSci) and Science to Data Science (@S2DS_School) 
programs can offer a variety of career options – often more attractive and/or more lucrative – for trained 
astronomy professionals. Skilled data scientists are in great demand in the Australian, European and US job 
market and researchers with analytical backgrounds are being offered jobs in leading tech-companies. To be 
successfully, astronomers need to learn the tricks of the trade. During Day Zero we hope to offer astronomers 
access a broader skillset and the opportunity to learn how to work collaboratively on hack-like projects.	  
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Draft Schedule 
9:30 – 9:40 	   Kick off and welcome  

9:40 – 10:00  Dot Astronomy Retrospective Sarah Kendrew @sarahkendrew 

10:00 – 10:15  What makes a good Hack-a-thon?                           Arna Karick @drarnakarick 

10:15 – 10:45 Coffee break – Slideshow 1 & Help desk  (troubleshooting software installations)  

10:45 – 11:25 Getting the most out of IPython Notebooks            Becky Smethurst @becky1505 

11:25 – 12:10 Introduction to Relational Databases and SQL                             
(basic concepts, the SQL language, SDSS queries) 

Dany Vohl 

12:10 – 12:50 Version control with Git  Simon Mutch @T_Tauri 

12:50 – 1:40 Lunch   

1:40 – 2:20 
HTML  & Javascript                                                            
(basic concepts; DOM, dynamic pages, libraries) 

 

Demitri Muna @demitrimuna  

2:20 – 3:00 R and Shiny by RStudio  Aaron Robotham  

3:00 – 3:40 Intro to D3js – CodeFlower Source Code visualisation                         

(D3.js JavaScript libraries, codepen(?), JSON)  
Jennifer Piscionere @JPiscionere  

3:40 – 4:00 Coffee break – Slideshow 2   

4:00 – 4:40 Integrating Aladin Lite into a webpage & MOCPy   Thomas Boch @bochthomas 

4:40 – 5:20 Accessing remote resources from Python 
(webscraping, parsing HTML data, how APIs work) 

Thomas Robitaille @astrofrog 

5:20 – 5:30 Wrap-up   

 Welcome Drinks (informal)  

 

Slideshow 1 – Development tools 

Slideshow 2 – Data visualisation tools for non-coders 
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Things to install before you arrive 

It is really important that you come prepared. Please make sure you have the following 
software/tools installed on your laptop. Although we will have WIFI access set up for Day 
Zero, I guarantee it won’t be able to handle ~50 Anaconda or R downloads at once. 
Having everything set up in advance means we can spend more time teaching you cool 
things. 

Slack 

Slack is a team collaboration tool that we’ll be using during the unconference sessions and for Hack Day 
projects. Slack allows you to set up topic or team channels, in a similar manner to Twitter hash tags. Unlike 
Twitter, Slack is allows you to build private #hash tag channels for project where you can chat, add notes, 
upload code snippets, and comment. All content inside Slack is searchable, including files, conversations, and 
people. Slack channels can be kept as permanent archives that facilitate further development of projects. 

https://slack.com 

Twitter & Tweet deck (sign up) 

Please sign up and tweet about conference using @dotastronomy and #dotastro hash tags. Tweet deck is a 
dashboard application for managing Twitter accounts. Very useful for managing various #hash tag feeds. Just 
download and sign in with your Twitter username and password. https://tweetdeck.twitter.com 

GitHub (sign up) 

GitHub facilitates collaborating coding and version contol. You can share your projects with the world, get 
feedback, and contribute, or learn from the millions of repositories hosted on GitHub. You can create an 
unlimited number of public repositories on GitHub. Current pricing for pivate respositories starts at US$7/month. 

Every GitHub repository comes equipped with a section for hosting documentation, called a wiki. GitHub Wikis 
are a place in your repository where you can share long-form content about your project, such as how to use 
it, how it's been designed, manifestos on its core principles, and so on. Whereas a README is intended to 
quickly orient readers as to what your project can do, wikis can be used to provide additional documentation.  

 You can also use GitHub to set up GitHub Pages. GitHub Pages are public webpages hosted and published 
through our site. Pages are served over HTTP, not HTTPS, so you shouldn't use them for sensitive transactions, like 
sending passwords or credit card numbers. A number of DotAstro hacks have used GitHub pages as the 
project website or for supporting documentation. 

Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) are the backbone of the academic reference and metrics system. GitHub now 
offers DOIs for repositories, making your code citable in publications. DOIs are assigned using the data 
archiving tool Zenodo 

https://github.com 

 

Free GitHub upgrades for academics: https://education.github.com/pack  

GitHub has been offering free upgrades students, researchers and university staff. Once your account is 
created, go here and request an upgrade (just give them your academic email address).  
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Git (command-line)  

Git is the open source distributed version control system that facilitates GitHub activities on your laptop or 
desktop. GitHub provides desktop clients that include a graphical user interface for the most common 
repository actions and an automatically updating command line edition of Git for advanced scenarios. Git 
also works well with other desktop clients, for example Source Tree by Atlassian. 

Git allows and encourages you to have multiple local branches that can be entirely independent of each 
other. The creation, merging, and deletion of those lines of development take seconds.  

https://git-scm.com/downloads 

For Linux: use your package manager. 

Source Tree (GUI)  

Source Tree is a free Git & Mercurial desktop client for Windows or Mac. It basically does the same thing as 
GitHub Desktop but the interface is a little nicer and it has some extra features that make forking, cloning, 
merging, pushing and pulling a little easier to understand. You can use it with both GitHub and Bitbucket 
(great for private repositories). Branches are easier to navigate in Source Tree. 

Or GitHub Desktop (GUI) 

You can download GitHub Desktop and/or Source Tree. Both will work with Git and GitHub (or Bitbucket). 
There are some quirks that in my opinon make GitHub Desktop a little clunky. If you are new to version control 
just download Source Tree. 

https://desktop.github.com 

SQLite & SQLite DB 

SQLite is a simple, server less database manager that allows you to quickly build databases. The programming 
language is called SQL. sqlite3 comes pre-installed on Mac OSX and Linux. For Windows download SQLite 
here: https://www.sqlite.org/download.html. Alternatively you can use the Windows installer provided by the 
Software Carpentry Foundation:  https://github.com/swcarpentry/windows-installer 

Make sure you also download the SQLite Database Browser: http://sqlitebrowser.org, the browser based GUI 
that helps you create, design, and edit database files with SQLite. 

Python & IPython  

Anaconda Installation: 

We recommend you install Python and Ipython via Anaconda: https://www.continuum.io/downloads. It’s FREE 
for academic use and definitely the easiest and quickest way to insall Python. If you already have Python 
installed (e.g. with Ureka), it’s still worth installing the Anacada version. The installer will place an independent 
Python installation on your system that won’t cause issue with Ureka. 

For Mac OSX: Download the Python 2.7 or Python 3.4 64-bit Graphical or Command-Line installer. The 
installation instructions are on the download page. For DotAstro it doesn’t matter which you install. The 
differences aren’t great. If you are new to Python you may as well download the most recent version. 

If you choose the command-line installer, after download go to the directory of the installer, and enter 
(assuming that is the correct name of the file downloaded), for example: 

% bash Anaconda3-2.3.0-MacOSX-x86_64.sh   -- Note you do not need to be running bash for this to work 

The Graphical installer creates a Desktop alias for Launcher.app (which lives in your /anaconda/ directory). 
You can simply move this into your /Applications directory.  From the Launcher (v3.4) you can easily install and 
launch GlueViz as well as: 

• An IPython Notebook, with the choice of Julia 0.3.9 and Python 3 Jupyter notebooks. 
• An IPython terminal (JupyterQt Console) if you prefer to work in the command-line.  
• Spyder, the Scientific Python Development Environment  
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The Anaconda installation also includes flask and Astropy 
 
See here for the full list of Anaconda packages: http://docs.continuum.io/anaconda/pkg-docs.html 
 

Or Ureka Installation:  

Python 2.7.5 also comes with the Ureka (v1.5.1) astronomy software (e.g. IRAF, pyRAF). If you already have it 
and youdon’t want multiple Python installations on your laptop then this version will be fine. The Ureka 
installation also includes iPython 2.0.0.  Note: The Ureka installation does contain Astropy, but it does not come 
with Spyder and GlueViz.  

http://ssb.stsci.edu/ureka/1.5.1/docs/components.html 

 

GlueViz 

Instructions for installing GlueViz, independently of Anaconda: 
http://www.glueviz.org/en/stable/installation.html 

 

R, RStudio & Shiny 

R is a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics. It compiles and runs on a wide variety 
of UNIX platforms, Windows and MacOSX. To download click on the following link and then download from 
one of the mirror sites. 

https://www.r-project.org 

For Linux: use your package manager. 

 

RStudio is a powerful and productive user interface for R. It’s free and open source and works great on UNIX 
platforms, Windows and MacOSX. You need to install R to make use of RStudio. 

https://www.rstudio.com/products/rpackages/ 

 

Shiny is web-application framework for R.  You don’t need to download anything since it’s a package within 
Rstudio: http://shiny.rstudio.com 

R add-on packages 

You may not need them, but they are useful to have: 

• FITSio: utility to read and write FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) files  
• Scatterplot3d: plots a three-dimensional (3D) point cloud 
• Hmisc: contains many functions useful for data analysis 
• MASS: Functions and datasets to support Venables and Ripley, "Modern Applied Statistics with S"  

 

For Mac: To install additional R packages, open the R application and select "Packages & Data/Package 
Installer" menu. With "CRAN (binaries)" selected (default), click "Get List". Use the package search field to find 
the packages listed above and click the install button to install. 

 

For Linux: To install these, open R, and in the R console execute the following command for each package. For 
example, to install Hmisc:   install.packages(repos="http://cran.r-project.org", "Hmisc") 
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Textwrangler (editor) 

If you don’t already have an editor for writing HTML (e.g. Emacs), we recommend downloading Textwrangler. 
It’s developed for programming and nicely highlights CSS and HTML elements. 

http://www.barebones.com/products/textwrangler/ 
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Cloud hosting options for Hack Day (advanced)  
 

Use GitHub Pages 

OK so it’s not really a full cloud hosting solution, but GitHub pages are really useful setting up project 
webpages and embedding visualisations (for example D3js visualisations). Recommended templates include 
poole/Hyde: https://github.com/poole/hyde, which is built on Jekyll: https://github.com/jekyll/jekyll. 

Use Dropbox  

http://www.dropboxwiki.com/tips-and-tricks/host-websites-with-dropbox  

Use Digital Ocean 

Digital Ocean provides simple cloud hosting and allows users to deploy a SSD cloud server in minutes. This may 
be useful for some hack day projects that require an external server for database or webhosting.  

How does Digital Ocean work? 

1. Sign up: if you want to use DO for hack project, only one person needs to sign up ($5 month or you 
can pick hourly rates). Admin access can be granted to others later on. 

2. Choose a droplet server: DigitalOcean calls its virtual servers, droplets; each droplet that you spin up is 
a new virtual server for your personal use. 

3. Pick your pre-configured base applications (“image”): There are a number of base applications that 
can be setup as simple-1-click application: 
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorial_series/digitalocean-1-click-application-images. 

For example;  

Digital Ocean’s Ruby on Rails One-Click application provides a convenient way to get your Rails app 
up and running quickly. With Nginx, Unicorn, and Postgres all pre-installed, the One-Click is a great 
base for hosting your app. Most options come with How-to tutorials 

4. Other packages and software: can be installed later (via SSH), in the same way that you install things 
locally. 

Useful links: 

• How to create your first Digital Ocean droplet virtual server 
• General FAQs: https://www.digitalocean.com/help/technical/general/ 
• Tutorials and community projects: https://www.digitalocean.com/community 
• Python Frameworks: https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tags/python-frameworks 

After Hack Day 

After the Hack Day you can easily close down your Digital Ocean account, or keep it open for other projects. 
At the very least you should close down active servers – otherwise you will keep getting charged. You can also 
keep a ‘snapshot’ or backup of your server. Snapshots and backups are 20% of the cost of the active virtual 
server. So if you want to enable backups for a $5/month virtual server, the cost for backups will be $1/month. 

https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/digitalocean-backups-and-snapshots-explained 
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Previous DotAstro Hacks, Tools & Talks 
 

AAS JobViz  

A visualisation of the AAS job register using location to pin jobs on a map. Allows users to filter jobs by type 
and location. This project uses the Leaflet.js Javascript library.                       

Website: http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/~vmoss/jobvis 

 

Aladin Lite 

Aladin lite is a lightweight version of the Aladin Sky Atlas, running in the browser and geared towards simple 
visualization of a sky region. 

Website: http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/AladinLite/doc/ 

APLpy  

Astronomical Plotting Library in Python aimed at producing publication-quality plots of FITS images.  

Website: http://aplpy.github.io  

Astrobites 

Astrobites is a daily astrophysical literature journal written by graduate students in astronomy. During 
DotAstro6 the Astrobites blog was reimagined and a more responsive website was created.  

Website: http://astrobites.org 

Astrochemistry Word Matrix 

Blog: http://orbitingfrog.com/2012/07/31/astrochemistry-word-matrix/ 

Astro.js 

astro.js is a space to consolidate all astronomical Javascript resources that have been developed and are in 
current development across various institutions. It is also an initiative to develop a base set of libraries so that 
preliminary analyses may be done quickly without leaving the browser. http://www.astrojs.org 

Code: https://github.com/astrojs 

Astrometry.net 

Input an image and we'll give you back astrometric calibration meta-data, plus lists of known objects falling 
inside the field of view. Astrometry.net allows you to access parts of the service through a JSON API. This API 
allows you to upload images, check job and submission statuses, and retrieve all those useful bits of data 
from successfully calibrated.  

Website: http://nova.astrometry.net	  

AstroRec & Cite me, maybe? 

Article recommendation projects. 

Code: https://github.com/freelanceastro/astrorec 

Code: https://github.com/andycasey/cite-me-maybe 

Other links: 
http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/jonathansick/starlit/blob/master/notebooks/dotastro_demo.ipynb 
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Authorship in Astronomy 

Blog: http://orbitingfrog.com/2012/08/04/authorship-in-astronomy/ 

CfA Dataverse 

This is the Astronomy data repository at Harvard. It is currently open to all scientific data from astronomical 
institutions worldwide.                 Website: 
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/cfa 

Chromoscope  

Chromoscope was been created using public-domain datasets from a number of all-sky astronomy projects. 
It lets you easily move around the sky and fade between wavelengths using a simple user-interface to 
illustrate the similarities and differences between what is visible at each wavelength. 

Website: http://www.chromoscope.net 

Blog: http://blog.chromoscope.net 

Code: https://github.com/slowe/Chromoscope 

Cosmology Calculator OS X Widget  

A Dashboard widget (OSX) adapted from Ned Wright’s Javascript cosmology calculator. The widget is 
available as a .zip download. 
Blog: http://dotastronomy.com/blog/2012/08/cosmology-calculator-os-x-widget/ 

D3PO 

D3PO is a project designed to allow an astronomer, with no specialized data visualization skills, to make an 
interactive, publication-quality figure that has staged builds and linked brushing across plots.   

Website: http://d3po.org 

elevate-apj 

elevate-apj improves the readability and design of astronomy journal articles by transforming double-column 
papers into a single-column, tablet friendly view. 

Website: https://github.com/jradavenport/elevate-apj 

Flora 

Browser-based galaxy image modelling: click on a point source to measure it.                     

Website: http://ubret.s3.amazonaws.com/dotastro4/index.html#/examine/m101 

Galaxy Zoo visualization using a node tree 

Code: https://github.com/CKrawczyk/gz_vis_nodes 

Hubot 

Hubot is Twitter bot that answers basic astronomical questions. 

Code: https://github.com/ttfnrob/botastro/ 
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Journal of Brief Ideas 

The Journal of Brief Ideas is a research journal, composed entirely of 'brief ideas'. The goal here is to provide a 
place for short ideas to be described - in 200 words or less - for these ideas to be archived (courtesy of 
Zenodo), searchable and citable.  

Website: http://beta.briefideas.org 

Code: https://github.com/openjournals/brief-ideas 

Kaleidechrome  

   A trippy version of the Chromoscope was produced with backing soundtrack. It was pretty amazing. 
Unfortunately the website seem to be broken: http://shouldbedoingsomethingelse.com/kaleidochrome 

Maps of telescopes around the world 

Astroworld: Mapping astronomical facilities worldwide.              

Website: http://epicollectserver.appspot.com/project.html?name=Astroworld 

   Optical and radio telescopes around the world – CartoDB interactive map           

Website: http://cdb.io/UJP4HR 

Mining the Astronomical Literature 

Blog: http://orbitingfrog.com/2012/07/25/mining-the-astronomical-literature/ 

optimize.js 

A browser based tool for robust numerical optimization, for example fitting a Gaussian with a background. 

Website: http://dan.iel.fm/optimize.js/examples/gaussfit/ 

paperweight 

Paperweight is a Python package for hacking LaTeX documents. It was created during DotAstro6. 

Website: http://paperweight.readthedocs.org 

Code: http://github.com/jonathansick/paperweight 

Snapshot Serengeti 

A database of in-field camera images was created for the Snapshot Serengeti project.  

Website: http://www.snapshotserengeti.org 

Zooniverse project blog: http://blog.snapshotserengeti.org 

Code: https://github.com/zooniverse/Serengeti/tree/master/public/translations 

Tones and Drones: Sampling Stars 

Sonification of Kepler light curves to create an awesome song.  

Website (use Chrome): http://ruthangus.github.io/collabeat/ 

  Audio: https://soundcloud.com/sascha-ishikawa/tones-drones-sampling-stars 

Keplerphone Website: http://keplerphone.jonath.in/4912991/Kafi/2 

Super Planet Crash 

Website: http://www.stefanom.org/spc/ 
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Trillian  

By automating the delegation of analysis tasks to remote data repositories, Trillian aims to make open 
astronomy data more usable. This project is in collaboration with Mozilla Science Lab. 

Project website: https://www.mozillascience.org/projects/trillian 

Unclockify 

Chrome extension to find and replace sexagesimals on Wikipedia with coordinates in decimal degrees. 

Code: http://github.com/adrn/unclockify 

World Wide Telescope 

The WorldWide Telescope is a rich visualization environment that functions as a virtual telescope, bringing 
together imagery from the best ground- and space-based telescopes to enable seamless, guided 
explorations of the universe.  

   Website: http://www.worldwidetelescope.org 

Videos 

Thrift Code (DotAstro6): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8M19SHP5TE 

Sh*t Astronomers Say (DotAstro4): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-AzxQeTaw4 

Science – It’s Universal (DotAstro4): https://vimeo.com/45711303 

Pluto, the previous planet (DotAstro3): https://vimeo.com/22025117 

YOBOT3K 

Get a “Yo” with an astronomy fact  

Code: https://github.com/dfm/yobot3k 

Zoonibot 

Code: https://github.com/adrn/ZooniBot 
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Previous DotAstro Unconference Sessions 
 

With links to Twitter hash tags: 

• #dotpy Astropy updates! Impending release of Version 1.0. Most of the time was spent talking about Astropy 
tutorials, which are a high priority for researchers. 

• #dotvoice We discussed the state of academia for young researchers and what people can do with it to 
improve it. Big shift towards alternate career paths. 

• #hackJ Journals are antiques. They’re still following the same model of publishing as they were 100 years 
ago. This needs to change we don’t think it’s an impossible task. Change is already happening but how 
can researchers influence progress. Authorea (see article: Paper of the Future) is one example. 

• #astrocult What are the #dotastro cultural themes that work and that we’d like to see extended? What 
should future #dotastro conferences look like? How does this fit in with sharing data science skills in general. 

• #osss Open-Source Sky Survey. It doesn’t exist yet. Could we build it? Should we build it? If we did, what 
would it look like? 

• #starchive Starchive will not only be open access but will also be open source. 

• #teachrepo How can we create and organise a teaching repository? 

• #astrogames Should you make games explicitly educational? Or should you try to hide the fact you’re 
teaching people things? 

• #openwwt WWT is now going open source; some ideas for how to adapt it: 

•   #dotmuse & #dotall : What does it mean to try and be a science museum? How to develop successful 
outreach programmes for people who don’t go to museums? 

• #dotmeme We made some gifs, we made a meme, we had a nice relaxing time, it was lovely. 

• #softcred Improving software citation and best practises for researchers. The role of DOIs for GitHub 
repositories and the Astrophysics Source Code Library – ACSL. (Google notes: Softcred) 

• #dotphone Smartphones as Citizen Science Detectors 

• #dotimprov Discussion/workshop on Astro Improv talks 

• #briefideas We talked about the new Journal of Brief Ideas: http://ideas.theoj.org (see Hack 

     Projects) 

• #dotcomms Communicating DotAstro to the wider astronomy community, and ideas for developing similar 
workshops in other disciplines (dotBiology etc.) 

• #astrotrain Software training for astronomers – practical action items 

• #arxiv & #peerreview  Proof of concept peer review – Arxiv with GitHub. 

• #ascl Improving the Astrophysics Source Code Library 
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More useful research tools/websites 
 

Data Visualisation: 

• D3js.org: data-driven documents Javascript library 

• CartoDB: mapping tool for visualising data  

• LeafletJS: open-source JavaScript library for mobile-friendly interactive maps 

• Open Street Map 

• AGIS Mapping Software 

• TimelineJS: Beautifully crafted timelines that are easy and intuitive to use 

• Bar Chart CodePen template 

• Tableau Public free tool for visualising data 

• OdysseyJS: Javascript library that allows you to combine maps, narratives, and other multimedia into a 
beautiful story 

• WebGL: a JavaScript API for rendering interactive 3D graphics and 2D graphics within any compatible web 
browser without the use of plug-ins 

• RAW: useful tool for visualising simple spread sheet data 

• @IsaKiko’s lesson plans: for teaching the basics of HTML, CSS, SVG, JSON, and JS (primarily D3.js) 

• D3js tutorial: tutorial created by Samara Neilson for Swinburne Hacker Within 

• dimple.js: An object-oriented API for business analytics powered by D3js) 

• mpld3 is a project which leverages D3js to produce interactive browser-based visualizations from matplotlib 
figures. It was developed by Jake Van der Plas (@jakevdp) 

Version Control: 

• BitBucket: Git and Mercurial hosting for teams Bitbucket by Atlassian is the Git solution for professional teams. 
Bitbucket offers an unlimited number of public and private respositories for small teams (up to five 
people in a team). Bitbucket does not yet offer DOIs for code citation. 

• Become a Git Guru: Atlassian tutorial 

• Version Control with Git: Software Carpentry 

• Troubleshooting Git 

• Another useful GitHub tutorial 

VMs and database tools: 

• Digital Ocean: Simple cloud hosting - deploy an SSD cloud server in 55 seconds. 

• NecTAR Research Cloud: publish research data, share knowledge and rapidly deploy and access software 
applications 

• Launchpod by Intersect: allows you to easily run various software products in the NeCTAR research cloud 

• SQL Alchemy: the Python SQL toolkit and Object Relational Mapper that gives application developers the 
full power and flexibility of SQL 

• MySQLdb: MySQL database connector for Python programming 

• ngrok: Secure tunnels to localhost 

• http://api.sdss3.org: Public API for the Sloan Digital Sky Survey III Spectral Data  
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Copyright, software licensing and citation: 

• Choose a license 

 

Other tools: 

• Light Table: Code editor 

• Code Flower: visualizes source code repositories using an interactive tree. 

• IPython Notebook (Jupyter in later Python releases) 

• CodePen: Front-end developer playground and in-browser code editor. 

• Mou: Markdown editor 

• Raphael: a small JavaScript library that should simplify your work with vector graphics on the web. 

• Mining the Social Web 

• QGIS: is a cross-platform Open Source Geographic Information system 

• OpenRefine: a powerful tool for working with messy data. 

• Omeka: an open source web-publishing platform for creating online exhibitions. 

• Omeka CSV plugin: allows users to import items from a simple CSV file, and then map the CSV column data 
to multiple elements, files, and/or tags. 

• Paperweight: a Python package for hacking LaTeX documents. 

• Kimono: web text scraper. Turns websites into APIs in seconds. 

• JavaScript.com: a resource built by the Code School team for the JavaScript community. 

	  

Great blogs & posts 

• JavaScript.com: a resource built by the Code School team for the JavaScript community. 

• Astrobiased: by Eli Bressert, Astronomer turned Data Scientist 

• Musings in Amusing Data by Sudeep Das, Astrophysicist turned Data Scientist 

• WTF Visualisations: visualisations that make no sense 

• Fell in love with data: edited by Enrico Bertini, an Assistant Professor at the NYU Polytechnic School of 
Engineering. 

• Blog post: Linking Visualization and Understanding in Astronomy 

• Blog post: Python 3 in Science: the great migration has begun!  


